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individual 
gas blow-
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oil and gas 
operations 
around the 

planet
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A  G L O B A L  W A R M I N G  C A T A L Y S T
Methane, a key component in natural gas, is a greenhouse gas. It is at least 80 times more effective than 

carbon dioxide in trapping the sun’s heat in the earth’s atmosphere and causing global warming
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FILE CLIMATE

U.S., RUSSIA SECRETLY   
LEAKING METHANE

Using satellite data, European scientists have discovered that 
oil and gas facilities in six countries, including Russia and the US, 

have secretly been releasing huge plumes of methane into the 
atmosphere, speeding up the process of global warming

9 mn tonnes
of methane emitted yearly by the 

six countries. Scientists fear the real 
amount could be much higher as 

the satellite is only able to routinely 
monitor the facilities 

1 mn tonnes
Turkmenistan was the biggest 
emitter, releasing more than 1 
million tonnes of methane a year 
between 2019 and 2020. Russia, 
the US, and Iran followed

25 TONNES OF 
METHANE/HOUR

 Just six countries 
account for 12% of 
the world’s methane 
emissions, analysis of 
data sent by European 
satellite Sentinel 5 
between 2019 and 2020 
have revealed

 The “ultra emitters” are 
Turkmenistan, Russia, 
the United States, Iran, 
Kazakhstan, and Algeria 
— all six are major oil 
producers. The analysis 
showed they were emitting 
more than 25 tonnes of 
methane an hour

1,800+ 
large bursts of 

methane between 
2019 and 2020

TECHNOLOGY IMPROVES TRACKING
Scientists are increasingly using 

satellites with advanced 
monitoring technologies to track 
methane emissions worldwide. A 
team of researchers from Europe 

analysed thousands of images 
sent daily by the European Space 

Agency’s satellite mission 
Sentinel-5. TROPOspheric 

Monitoring Instrument onboard 
the satellite can detect methane 

in any 12-square-mile block of the 
atmosphere on a daily basis

COSTLY NEGLIGENCE  
The most significant finding is 
that oil and gas companies are 
routinely releasing copious 
amounts of methane into the air. 
While some releases were due to 
accidents, more often oil 
companies simply let out gas from 
pipelines before carrying out 
maintenance works. This is despite 
the availability of equipment that 
allows gas to be captured instead 
of being releasing into the 
atmosphere
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Aus to welcome touristsGermany weighs easing restrictions
Two-year-old travel curb, one of world’s strictest, to be finally lifted
COVID

SYDNEY: Australia will reopen 
its borders to tourists from Feb-
ruary 21, Prime Minister Scott 
Morrison announced on Mon-
day, ending some of  the world’s 
most stringent and longest-run-
ning travel restrictions.

“It’s almost two years since 
we took the decision to close 
the borders to Australia,” Mor-
rison said, announcing borders 
will reopen to all visa holders 
“on the 21st of  February of  this 
year”.

“If  you’re double vaccinated, 
we look forward to welcoming 
you back to Australia,” he 
said.

Australia’s ports and air-
ports slammed shut to tourists 
in March 2020 with the aim of  

protecting the island continent 
against the surging global 
pandemic.

Since then, Australians have 
mostly been barred from leav-
ing and only a handful of  visi-
tors have been granted exemp-
tions to enter.

The rules have stranded na-
tionals overseas, split families, 
hammered the country’s multi-

billion-dollar tourist industry 
and prompted often bitter de-
bates about Australia’s open-
ness to the rest of  the world.

“Bout time,” said Melbourne 
resident Marshall McDonald. 
“It’s exciting. It almost feels 
like the end of  a period of  her-
mit kingdom-ness ending.”

Every month of  “Fortress 
Australia” policies has cost 
businesses an estimated US$2.6 
billion, according to the Aus-
tralian Chamber of  Commerce 
and Industry.

“Our borders will have been 
closed to international tourists 
for 704 days,” the chamber said 
in a statement. 

“This decision will allow our 
flailing tourism sector to recov-
er, saving businesses and sav-
ing livelihoods.”

COVID

BERLIN: The German govern-
ment has begun working on 
plans to relax coronavirus re-
strictions after the peak in new 
cases has passed, likely by the 
end of  February.

Unlike some of  its European 
neighbours, Germany still has 
many pandemic restrictions in 
place that exclude unvaccinat-
ed people from restaurants, 
public venues and some 
stores.

“Perspectives for opening are 
being developed,” government 
spokeswoman Christiane Hoff-
mann told reporters Monday in 
Berlin. She said the measures 
would be discussed at a meet-
ing of  federal and state officials 
on Feb. 16, but would only take 
effect when authorities can be 
sure that Germany’s health 
system won’t be overwhelmed.

“According to experts, that 
could be by mid-to-end Febru-
ary,” she said.

Germany has seen a sharp 
spike in newly confirmed cases 
in recent weeks due to the omi-
cron variant.

Pharmacists in the country 
are scheduled to begin offering 
vaccinations Tuesday, after 

parliament changed the rules
so that they, dentists and vets 
could also administer the 
shoots.

About 74.4?% of  the German 
population is fully vaccinated 
against Covid-19, while 54.3% 
have additionally had a booster 
shot. 

Meanwhile, in China, a city 

of  3.5 million near the border 
with Vietnam was on lockdown 
on Monday after more than 70 
coronavirus cases were discov-
ered there over the past three 
days. China, the only major 
world economy still sticking to 
a staunch zero-Covid policy, is 
on high alert for any outbreaks 
as it hosts the Beijing Winter 
Olympics.

Local officials in the city of  
Baise in the southern Guangxi 
region announced on Sunday 
that no one would be allowed to 
leave the city, while residents 
of  some districts would be con-
fined to their homes.

“Citywide traffic controls 
will be implemented,” vice-
mayor Gu Junyan told a press 
briefing. “Vehicles and people 
cannot enter or leave the city... 
with personnel control strictly 
enforced and no unnecessary 
movement of  people.”

Australian Prime Minister Scott Morrison
Pharmacists in Germany will  begin administering vaccinations from Tuesday |  AP

HISTORY

MOSCOW: With its bust of  Len-
in, cultural centre and KGB of-
fices, the abandoned Soviet out-
post of  Pyramiden may seem 
like a time-warped Arctic oddi-
ty but is valued by Moscow as it 
vies for clout in the warming 
region.

Russia has made the develop-
ment of  the Arctic a strategic 
priority, pinning its hopes for 
supremacy in the region on a 
fleet of  giant nuclear-powered 
icebreakers.

The tiny ex-mining settle-
ment of  Pyramiden, mean-
while, helps Moscow retain a 
footprint in Norway’s Svalbard 
archipelago, high above the 
Arctic Circle.

Norway —a NATO member 
—was afforded sovereignty of  
Svalbard under the 1920 Treaty 
of  Paris but all signatories, 
which included the Soviet Un-

ion, were given equal rights to 
exploit its mineral resources.

Russia began coal mining in 
Barentsburg, another settle-
ment in the archipelago, in 1931, 
and later in Pyramiden, where 
the Russian community grew to 
up to 1,200 between 1960 and 
1980. Being sent to Pyramiden 
was considered a plum job for a 
miner, a tour guide said.

On the Western side of  the 
Iron Curtain, it provided a win-
dow on Soviet power, culture 
and self-sufficiency, from pig 
breeding to its 300-seat cinema, 
swimming pool, gymnasium 
and hospital. But as the Soviet 
Union fell apart, while mining 
continued in Barentsburg, it 
stopped in Pyramiden in 1998 as 
its performance dwindled, and 
the miners left.

At first sight, Pyramiden now 
looks like a ghost town. No one 
lives there apart from a handful 
of  Russians who run a hotel.

Russia’s Soviet-era outpost in Arctic

Moscow 
developing 
tourism
Yury Ugryumov, of 
the Arctic and 
Antarctic Research 
Institute based in 
Saint Petersburg, said 
Pyramiden was not 
just a place of 
historical memory. 
“This village is not 
abandoned, it has 
been temporarily put 
on hold,” he said.
Russia is currently 
developing tourism 
and research in 
Pyramiden, drawing 
glaciologists, 
hydrologists and 
marine experts.


